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Build Your Shopify
The 14 Day Roadmap to Launching Your Shop Quickly

NOTE - If you prefer to work in a Google Doc click here to open this same file in your
Google Drive account.

Hello - Let’s build your Shopify store! This workbook is a 14-day roadmap to helping
you design and build your own Shopify store.

This workbook was designed to give you a plan to create your store within a
reasonable amount of time. 14 days is the perfect amount of time to design a store
that looks damn good, is thoughtfully planned out and completed correctly.

I personally hate those YouTube videos that claim you can build an e-commerce
store in 20 minutes. You’ve poured your heart and soul into creating and making
high-quality products, why would you rush the process of creating your storefront? If
you were creating a brick and mortar store in your city, you wouldn’t throw things on
a table and open the door….so why try to do that with your online store?

This workbook is for you if….
→ You are changing themes in your existing Shopify store.
→ You want to upgrade your store from the old version of Shopify to Shopify 2.0.
→ You need to uplevel your current Shopify store design.
→ You want to move to Shopify from a different store platform (Etsy,

Squarespace, Wix, etc.). If you are migrating to Shopify - I highly recommend
you listen to this podcast episode before getting started.

This workbook assumes a couple of things…
→ You already have products for sale somewhere, although maybe not on

Shopify yet.
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→ You’re willing to spend a few (1-3) hours each day to work through creating
your store. Some days will take longer than others, you can always work ahead
if you’re in the groove and want to get more done.

→ You’re the type of person who is willing to learn and take action.
→ Your goal is to create a thoughtful website that helps you connect with your

audience and sell your products. If your goal is to create a dropship business
with zero personal elements, this is not for you.

This workbook was designed to help you with the timeline and accountability of
creating your Shopify store. I find that I often need someone or something to tell me
what to do and when it needs to be done, in order to reach my end goal, especially
with big projects.

The workbook tells you what to do and when to do it, but it doesn’t tell you how to do
it. I have linked to additional resources, like podcast episodes and YouTube videos
that are helpful for each days’ tasks.

If you are looking for a step by step how-to resource to accompany this workbook, I
highly recommend you check out DIY Shop(ify).

BONUS: Almost everyday of these two weeks I’ve shared a prompt to help you build
buzz and excitement about your new website with your social media and your
email list! You’ll see them in little beige boxes just like this one at the end of each
day.
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CHECK IT OUT HERE!
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Daily Themes

Day 1 - Inspiration Hunting
Day 2 - Picking the Theme
Day 3 - Building the Homepage
Day 4 - The Other Main Pages
Day 5 - Product Page Design
Day 6 - Collections
Day 7 - Your Most Important Asset

Day 8 - Create + Edit Product Listings
Day 9 - There’s an App for that
Day 10 - Inside Pages
Day 11 - Catch Up Day
Day 12 - Settings Checklist
Day 13 - Testing Day
Day 14 - Happy Launch Day!

Before you start
I know you’re excited to jump in, so am I. First let’s round up some of the things
you will need to create your website.

Hi-res PNG logo file with a transparent background
Hex codes for your brand color palette - typically you want around 5 colors
(one dark color, one light color, and 3-ish accent colors)
Font choices for your headings and body copy. The easiest way to do this is to
select fonts directly from the choices in Shopify. If you want to use fonts that
aren’t from your theme choices then I highly recommend the app, Font Picker,
which gives you options from Google fonts or the ability to upload your own.
Photos…a lot of photos. You need more photos than you think. Round up
photos that are of your products in use, lifestyle products, model shots, a
couple photos of you, behind the scenes photos, etc. Make a folder and fill it up
with your favorite on brand photos so you have a wide variety of options.
Product listings already created in Shopify. There is a full day dedicated to
creating your product page and another for product listings, but when you are
getting started it’s really helpful to have a handful of product listings already
created inside of the product area. At the very least add 5 listings to your store
now so you are able to visualize how things are going to look and function
once you get started.
Download our Shopify Launch Checklist for page suggestions and for checking
settings later in the next two weeks.
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Day 1 - Inspiration Hunting
Approximate time: 2-3 hours

Before you pick a theme, you need to know what features and design elements you
want your shop to have. Follow the steps below to find three websites to use as
inspiration.

It will take some digging on your end to find these inspirational gems. Places to find
inspiration. Google is obviously great, but it can be a little tough to find inspiration
that is specific enough for you. Pinterest is a really great resource for finding website
inspiration. I also encourage you to scroll through your Instagram and check out the
websites of businesses you love engaging with as a customer.

Think about the places you love to shop big and small. Even huge corporations can
be a good place to find inspiration. While you may not have the revenue of
Anthropology yet, you can still find elements on their website to use as inspiration.

Site 1 - Find a website that you just love. It doesn't need to be in your industry or even
an ecommerce shop. Just one that you love.

INSPIRATION SITE ONE:

What do you love about it? What do you wish was different? What features does it have that
you want to try and add to your site?

(note -In the Google Doc these boxes expand as you type so you have plenty of room for
notes and ideas)
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Site 2 - Find an e-commerce website that isn’t in your industry but also serves your
target market.

INSPIRATION SITE TWO:

What do you love about it? What do you wish was different? What features does it have that
you want to try and add to your site?

Site 3 - Find an e-commerce site that is in your industry but is a few years ahead of
your business. Like a role model business that your business aspires to be like when it
grows up.

INSPIRATION SITE THREE:

What do you love about it? What do you wish was different? What features does it have that
you want to try and add to your site?

→ Create a list of the pages you need on your site ( There’s a list of pages you
might want in the checklist.)

Home
About
Contact
Etc.

Give yourself a pat on the back! You did a lot of work today. So many people skip this
step in the process and they jump into just picking a theme and filling it in without
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really taking time to consider what they want and need to make their site. Which
means they end up missing really important features and their shop looks like it
came “right out of the box” so to speak.

This podcast episode on Conversion-Based Design is a good listen before you dive
into building + designing mode.

Buzz Builder: Schedule your launch date on your calendar! Snap a picture and post
it on your favorite social media platform and tell your people that something new is
coming on the date!
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Day 2 - Picking the Theme
Approximate time: 1-2  hours

Today you are going to choose a theme for your Shopify store. If you need more info
and guidance around choosing the right theme for you, I’ve shared my favorite
themes and things to look for in a theme in this blog post/podcast.

If you have a few that you like, you can install the demo and try it out before
purchasing. Like test driving it.

Be sure to review your notes from yesterday about the features you liked on your
inspirations site. Some of the themes will have those features you listed out. Not every
theme has every feature but you can probably find one that checks most of the
boxes.

When you are browsing the Shopify Theme store, there is a great filter sidebar that
will allow you to sort by features, industry, and catalog (total number of listings) size.
Use this to help you narrow things down.

Go to the Theme Store →

If you get stuck and can’t make a decision, ask for suggestions in the Product
Powerhouse facebook group. Tomorrow, we’re going to start designing the thing.

Use this space to jot down notes about your top 2-3 theme options.
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Decide on the Shopify theme you’ll use for your store
Install the demo
Click the customize button and start familiarizing yourself with the theme
sections.

Buzz Builder: After you install the blank demo record, record yourself scrolling
through the blank theme to save as a before and after style video.
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Day 3 - Building the Homepage
Approximate time: 3 hours

Today is all about designing and creating your homepage. The homepage is one of
the most important pages of your shop, since it will get the most traffic. It’s a lot like a
window display in a physical store, you want to make it crystal clear what you sell,
who it’s for and why someone should buy it.

It also sets the tone for the whole shop in terms of design, often you end up
mimicking layouts and styles from the homepage across the rest of the site.

Creating a homepage is a lot of work, so try to think of it in just one section at a time.

If you need help figuring out what goes on your homepage, check out this podcast
episode for a deep dive into the homepage. In it I walk you through the exact
framework we use to create the homepage for our clients. It’s one of my most
popular episodes.

Build your homepage

Use this space to outline your home page sections and layout ideas.
(Pro-designers call this a wireframe)

Buzz Builder: Share a little sneak peek of what you’re working on in your email list or
on social media. This type of thing makes a great IG Story. Tell your audience you’re
working on something exciting.
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Day 4 - The Other Main Pages
Approximate time: 2-3 hours

Now that you’ve tackled the homepage, time for the other internal pages. For this I’m
assuming you need the staple pages that every shop needs. Your shop might
actually need additional pages, that’s totally up to you! It will depend on your
business. For example, some of my client’s offer custom work so they also need a
custom process page, or you might need an info page for your wholesale or affiliate
program. You’ll have to assess your own needs.

You also need to prioritize certain pages. You definitely need to have your about and
contact pages since those are often really popular pages. If you want to start an
affiliate program but haven’t gotten around to planning it out, yet you can add that
after you finish your initial launch.

Today might seem like a lot of work, but it should go much faster now that you’ve
already created the homepage. You can use the same basic layouts and design
choices. Not only does this save time, but also creates brand consistency.

For example, I will design the opt-in section just once for the homepage and use the
same layout and copy on additional pages where I want to highlight the opt-in.
(ahem …. On the about and contact pages.)

Create your about page
Create your contact page
Create any additional pages on your list.
Set up your legal pages - you can use the Shopify generator for terms and
conditions and privacy policy. Or purchase from a legal template shop like The
Contract Shop (affiliate link)
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Buzz Builder: Share two photo options for your about page (like a more polished
photo of you and a more silly photo). Ask your audience which one they like best!
The poll feature on IG works great for this, or even an email asking them to reply
with which one they like best. You could even do both! Getting replies back on
emails helps boost your email deliverability.
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Day 5 - Product Page Design
Approximate time: 2-3 hours

Today is the most important day of all the days, but the work you’ve done so far is
key to this being easy.

The product page is a critical part of your site. If the product page sucks, it will be
extremely hard to convert buyers. These pages should be thoughtfully designed and
include information that supports your customers. Focus on the benefits of buying
and using your products.

Besides the obvious things like the product images, price, description, materials, size,
and buy button, also be sure to include things like customer reviews (either for the
individual product or for your shop), additional products options aka a “you might
also like” section.

Here are some examples of really great product pages -

→ Kizik Shoes - https://kizik.com/collections/womens-best-selling/products/womens-lima-spearmint

→ Wild Bird Co. - https://wildbird.co/collections/linen/products/acadian-solid

→ Pura Vida Bracelets -
https://www.puravidabracelets.com/products/engravable-bar-bracelet?variant=31698784780374

→ Day Designer-
https://daydesigner.com/collections/2022-original-daily-planners/products/2022-daily-planner-romance

→ Pourri - https://pourri.com/products/pit-pourri-coconut-vanilla-sandalwood

Design your product pages
Finish any additional pages that you didn’t get done yesterday.

Buzz Builder: Share a little sneak peek of what you’re working on in your email list or
on social media. This type of thing makes a great IG Story. Tell your audience you’re
working on something exciting.
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Day 6 - Collections
Approximate time: 1-2 hours

Now it’s time to plan and organize your collections. Check out this Deep Dive into
Collections and Product Tags on the podcast to understand exactly how you need to
set up your collections.

Collection page design is usually pretty straight forward but you might want to
include things like filtering and sorting, especially if you have a large inventory. Next
you’ll be tagging products so today is all about setting up the infrastructure that will
make this process quick and painless.

Plan out your collections
Design your collection pages
Set up all your collections (Pro-tip: use automated collections to save yourself
time in the long run.)
Make sure you include a keyword-rich description for each collection. This is
really beneficial for making your shop search engine friendly.

Use this space to list out collections and tagging rules you want to establish for
automated collections.

Buzz Builder: Promote your favorite collection today! Do it on both social media
and in your email list.
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Day 7 - Your Most Important Asset
Approximate time: 1 hour at the very minimum. REQUIRED ASSIGNMENT!

Halfway there, great time for a break! It’s just as important to rest and take care of
yourself as it is to get things done and be productive.

Grab your latest non-fiction book or snuggle up on the couch with a big bowl
of popcorn for a Netflix binge.

Use this space to doodle! I needed a space filler!

Buzz Builder: Show your audience that you prioritize self-care and rest, not only
does it show that you are human, it gives them permission to do the same.
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Day 8 - Create + Edit Product Listings
Approximate time: 1-3 hours

Creating and editing listings is a beast. Creating great product listings should be a
top priority. It’s incredibly important to make sure product listings are clear,
descriptive, and compelling.

Here are three questions to think about when creating your product descriptions.
→ What problems does your product solve?
→ What do customers gain from your product?
→ What makes it better than the competition?

There’s no perfect length for a product description. The key is to make sure
everything is relevant and support your customers. Keep paragraphs short and
scannable, bullet points are a great way to add details while making it easy to read.

Add new listings or edit existing ones if needed.
Add tags to your listings for automated collections.

If you have too many listings to edit them all today, that’s alright. Focus on the ones
that need the biggest update or your most popular products. Then schedule time to
get the rest done after you launch.

Use this space to list out the listings that are top priority.
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Day 9 - There’s an App for that!
Approximate time: 1-2 hours

What makes Shopify really cool is the huge selection of apps available to add
additional features and functionality to your shop. Every shop has unique needs so
you’ll have to determine what apps you need based on those needs.

One of the most popular features our clients tend to need is to offer personalized
products. We also always add an app to collect reviews from your customers
automatically. Learn more about asking customers for reviews in this podcast
episode.

Here’s a list of my favorite Shopify apps to get you started, just keep in mind that you
don’t need to add apps if they don’t benefit your business.

You’ll also probably connect your email service provider with an app or it might
require embedded code. Check the install directions from your email service
provider.

Install and set up necessary apps for your unique needs.
If you are redesigning an existing store, make sure apps you were already
using are connected to your new theme. You have to turn them on with
Shopify 2.0.
Connect your email service provider.
Embed any extra code you need for your particular needs.

Use this space to make notes of any apps or tools you need to connect to your site.
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Buzz Builder: Send an email out today to let your customers know that your
website will be down for a couple of days starting in 2 days. Schedule a reminder
that goes out 2 days from now as well, since you are already in there! Let them
know what day the site will be up again.
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Day 10 - Inside Pages
Approximate time: 2-3 hours

There are a few inside pages that need to be customized so they match your brand.
It won’t take long but will make a big difference in making your site feel professional,
cohesive, and polished.

You also want to go back to the pages you created in previous steps to connect any
dynamic sections like a featured collection or collection list now that you’ve created
your collections.

Customize additional pages in your theme. Each theme has different options
for these pages.

Cart page
Checkout page
404 page
Password protected page

Go through all the pages you’ve created and make sure your dynamic
sections (featured collections, collections lists are linked now that you finished
creating your collections.)
Finalize your header and footer navigation once collections are finished.

PRO-TIP: Add a “you might also like” section with popular products or a featured
collection to your cart page under the actual cart section. This provides an
opportunity to let something catch the eye of your customers that maybe they didn’t
previously see.

You can also finalize your header and footer now that your collections and pages are
finalized. This episode of the podcast talks all about the header and footer and what
goes in each one.

Buzz Builder: Remember the “before” video you took on day two? After you’re done
with today’s checklist you can record the “after.”
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Day 11 - Catch Up Day!
Approximate time: 1-2 hours

Is there something you didn’t finish? Or can’t get quite right? Use today to finish
anything you missed.

Additional doodle space just in case you need it.

Buzz Builder: Use social media to remind your people that your site will be going
offline tomorrow until your launch day. Let them know that they can join your email
list to find out when it’s back up!
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Day 12 - Settings Checklist
Approximate time: 1-2 hours

Today’s focus is on making sure everythings is completed correctly. The Shopify
Launch checklist breaks down every section of the settings to tell you what settings
you’ll need to get set up for a smooth launch.

Download the checklist here if you haven’t already.

Go through each section of the checklist even if you think you’ve done it before. It’s
always good to double check just in case something has changed previously.

Publish your new site with the password option turned on. Customers won’t be
able to access your store so be sure to let them know. Tell them when you
expect it back.
Assign any new page templates to the corresponding pages. Do this for
collections and products if you created additional templates for those as well.
Go through the launch checklist and make sure you’ve finalized all the settings
for your shop.

Buzz Builder: Email your subscribers and share with them a screenshot showing a
sneak peek of what you’ve been working on. Tell them they will be the first to know
when the new design is live on Launch day.
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Day 13 - Testing day
Approximate time: 1 hour

To test your site open up a new incognito window on your browser and go to your
shop URL. You’ll need the site password to access your store. Click around and view
your shop as a visitor. Run through your checkout process as a customer. You can
even set up a one dollar test product and go through the checkout process
completely to ensure everything is working properly.

Don’t skip this step. So often my clients THINK they connect their bank account so
they can accept payments, when in reality they didn’t finish the process.

Make sure you do a test order with a $1 test product instead of a free product, it will
require you to put in a credit card, which is also important to test. If you use a free
product, it won’t prompt you for a card.

I don’t usually refund or cancel the $1 order as technically you would lose money. You
will lose a little bit of money either way, but you would lose more if you do a refund
since payment processors don’t refund your transaction fees. Just think of it as the
cost of business.

Click through your store as a user and make sure everything is linked correctly
and working right
Go through the check out process

Buzz Builder: Use the countdown timer on Instagram to remind everyone that your
shop will be re-launching tomorrow.
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Day 14 - Happy Launch Day
Approximate time: 1-2 hours

Start with a soft launch. Share the password of your site with close friends and family
(especially those that sometimes order from you!) or even a select group of loyal
customers to check it out first.

Pick 15-20 people to personally invite by text or a personal email, just be sure to give
them a polite deadline. Tell them how excited you are and how hard you’ve been
working on your new site, and that you can’t wait for them to check it out.

DON’T ask them their opinion. This isn’t an opportunity for them to nitpick your new
site, and trust me, they will do so if you give them permission. Just emphasize how
excited and happy you are with the new shop and that you wanted to share with
them first. Tell them when you are going to remove the password so they know to
look at it right away.

Use this space to list out 15-20 people you want to invite to the soft launch.

After a few hours you can remove the password so the shop is open to the public.
Kick off the public launch by telling your email subscribers first. Again, share how
excited you are about the new site.

If you want to, offer a special deal like free shipping or a gift with purchase that can
be fun for customers, but don’t feel obligated.
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Just sharing about your new site will be exciting for everyone! The more hyped you
are, the more your customers will lean into that energy.

HAVE FUN WITH YOUR LAUNCH!

Use this space to brainstorm ideas for sharing on social media about your launch.

Soft launch with family and friends
Email your subscribers and let them know the site is back up!
Share about your new website on all your social media channels all day and
tomorrow too.
Promote a fun offer for customers (optional)
Share your launch with me! Either in our Facebook community or in Instagram
DM. I want to celebrate with you and share about your new shop design!

Buzz Builder: Today is the easiest day to build buzz! Share anything and everything.
Show off your favorite parts of the new store design. Point out the photo on the
about page that your audience helped pick. Post your before and after as a Reel or
TikTok video using a fun, trending audio.
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